ORDER

Subject: Offer of appointment for the Technical Assistants under TSG of NMOOP.

The undersigned is directed to convey the approval of competent authority to engage Sh. Bapi Mukherjee as Technical Assistant under the TSG of NMOOP in the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare. The offer to engage Sh. Bapi Mukherjee as Technical Assistant is subject to the following terms and conditions.

(i) The engagement is on contract basis for a period extendable for a period of one year.

(ii) A consolidated monthly remuneration @ Rs. 30,000/- (Rupees Thirty thousand only) would be paid on expiry of each calendar monthly.

(iii) Sh. Mukherjee will not be entitled to any benefits like; PF, Pension, Gratuity, Medical allowance, House Rent Allowance, Dearness Allowance, Transport Allowance or any other Allowance.

(iv) Sh. Mukherjee will not be entitled to any T.A. or joining time for joining the Assignment.

(v) Sh. Mukherjee will not be entitled to any claim or right for continuing in the assignment or regular appointment on the post of Technical Assistant or any other post under NMOOP/Government of India.

(vi) The headquarters during the assignment will be at New Delhi.

(vii) Sh. Mukherjee will be entitled to 8 (eight) days’ leave in a calendar year on pro-rata basis.
(ix) The acceptance to the above offer will be subject to verification of original documents and issue of a certificate in this regard by the Oil Seeds Section before joining the assignment. The contact person in Oil Seeds Section for verification for verification documents and issue of verification certificate is Sh. Kailash Choudhary, Under Secretary, F wing, 2nd floor, Hall, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.

(x) In case the above mentioned terms and conditions are acceptable, Sh. Mukherjee can convey acceptance to the undersigned and join the assignment after obtaining certificate from Oil Seeds Section latest by 8th March, 2017.

[Signature]
(Kailash Choudhary)
Under Secretary to the Govt. Of India
Tele: 011-23071128

To,

Sh. Bapi Mukherjee, P.O. P.S. Tufanganj, Madanmohan, Para Ashram Road, Dist. Cooch Behar (W.B.), Pin-736160.

Copy to:

1. Addl. Commissioner (Oil Seeds.), DAC&F.W., Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi.
2. Deputy Secretary, IF Division.
3. Chairman-cum-Managing Director, NSC, Pusa Complex, New Delhi.
4. Sh. S.P. Pandey, Manager (HR) National Seed Corporation Ltd. Room No. 17, Beej Bhawan. Pusa, New Delhi.
5. Deputy Director (Corrd.)/AD (OP)/AD(OS)/AD (Corrd.), Shastri Bhawan.
6. Programmer, NMOOP, with a request to upload the letter on the website of NMOOP.
ORDER

Subject: Offer of appointment for the Technical Assistants under TSG of NMOOP.

The undersigned is directed to convey the approval of competent authority to engage Ms. Girija T. as Technical Assistant under the TSG of NMOOP in the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare. The offer to engage Ms. Girija T. as Technical Assistant is subject to the following terms and conditions.

(i) The engagement is contract basis for a period of one month upto March, 2017. However, the same is extendable for a period of one year.

(ii) A consolidated monthly remuneration @ Rs. 30,000/- (Rupees Thirty thousand only) would be paid on expiry of each calendar monthly.

(iii) Ms. Girija T. will not be entitled to any benefits like; PF, Pension, Gratuity, Medical allowance, House Rent Allowance, Dearness Allowance, Transport Allowance or any other Allowance.

(iv) Ms. Girija T will not be entitled to any T.A. or joining time for joining the Assignment.

(v) Ms. Girija T. will not be entitled to any claim or right for continuing in the assignment or regular appointment on the post of Technical Assistant or any other post under NMOOP/Government of India.

(vi) The headquarters during the assignment will be at New Delhi.

(vii) Ms. Girija T. will be entitled to 8 (eight) days’ leave in a calendar year on pro-rata basis.
(viii) The assignment can be cancelled/terminated on 15 days' notice from either side without assigning any reason thereof.

(ix) The acceptance to the above offer will be subject to verification of original documents and issue of a certificate in this regard by the Oil Seeds Section before joining the assignment. The contact person in Oil Seeds Section for verification for verification documents and issue of verification certificate is Sh. Kailash Choudhar, Under Secretary, F wing, 2nd floor, Hall, Cabin No. 14, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.

(x) In case the above mentioned terms and conditions are acceptable, Ms. Girija T. can convey acceptance to the undersigned and join the assignment after obtaining certificate from Oil Seeds Section latest by 8th March, 2017.

(Kailash Choudhary)
Under Secretary to the Govt. Of India
Tele: 011-2307/1128

To,

Ms. Girija T. W/o: Dr. Mallappa Chandaraji, 3014/5, 2nd Floor, Gali No. 16, Ranjeet Nagar, West Delhi-110008.

Copy to:

8. Deputy Secretary, IF Division.
9. Chairman-cum-Managing Director, NSC, Pusa Complex, New Delhi,
10. Sh. S.P. Pandey, Manager (HR) National Seed Corporation Ltd. Room No. 17, Beej Bhawan, Pusa, New Delhi.
11. Deputy Director (Corrd.)/AD (OP)/AD(OS)/AD (Corrd.), Shastri Bhawan.
12. Programmer, NMOOP, with a request to upload the letter on the website of NMOOP.